Abstract-Multiparty video conferencing (MPVC) facilitates real-time group interaction between users. While P2P is a natural delivery solution for MPVC, a peer often does not have enough bandwidth to deliver her video to all other peers in the conference. Recently, we have witnessed the popularity of one-view MPVC, where each user only watches full video of another user. One-view MPVC opens up the design space for P2P delivery. In this paper, we explore the feasibility of a pure P2P solution for one-view MPVC. We characterize the video source rate region achievable through video relays between peers. For both homogeneous and heterogeneous MPVC systems, we establish tight universal video rate lower bounds that are independent of the number of peers, the number of video sources, and the specific viewing relations between peers. We further propose, P2P video relay designs to approach the maximal video rate region. Through numerical simulations, we verified that the derived lower bounds are indeed tight bounds, and the proposed bandwidth allocation algorithm can achieve a close-to-optimal peer upload bandwidth utilization. Our results demonstrate that P2P is a promising solution for one-view MPVC. Insights obtained from our study can be used to guide the design of P2P MPVC systems.
INTRODUCTION
T HE proliferation of video-capable consumer electronic devices and the penetration of increasingly faster residential network accesses paved the way for the wide adoption of multiparty video conferencing (MPVC), which facilitates real-time group interaction between users. Peerto-peer (P2P) is a natural delivery solution for MPVC, where users transmit their voice and video directly among themselves. The major challenge for P2P MPVC is that users alone may not have enough upload bandwidth to transmit their voice and video data.
Skype [19] offers MPVC service to its paid premium customers. Our recent measurement study [20] shows that in a Skype MPVC, while voice is still transmitted using P2P, video of a user is first uploaded to a server, then relayed to all other users in the conference. This design choice is due to the fact that in an all-view MPVC, where each user watches videos of all other users, the aggregate video upload workload increases quadratically with the number of users, while the aggregate upload capacity available on users only increases linearly. Pure P2P is obviously not a selfscalable solution for all-view MPVC. Hybrid peer-assisted solutions have been studied recently [13] , [4] . Another concern for all-view MPVC is that, even though servers can provide abundant upload bandwidth, the downlink of a user might not be able to sustain high-quality video streams from all other users. More recently, Google+ [8] offers a free one-view MPVC service: each user can only choose one user to watch at high video quality, and receives all other users' videos at the minimum video quality. 1 Our measurement study shows that Google+'s one-view MPVC is still implemented as a pure server-based solution: a user chooses a dedicated server as her MPVC proxy, uploads her voice and video data to the proxy, and downloads voice and video data of other users from the proxy. Such a servercentric "backhaul" design not only incurs high server cost, but also totally ignores the network and geographic locality of users in a conference. Users located far away from servers are forced to traverse long network paths with large delay and low throughput, leading to poor user conferencing experience. In one-view MPVC, the aggregate video download workload is reduced to be proportional to the number of users. The aggregate peer upload bandwidth can now keep up with the aggregate video upload workload. It is therefore tempting to develop a pure P2P solution for one-view MPVC. Such a solution not only eliminates the server cost, but also can explore user locality better to achieve shorter delay and higher throughput, which is critical to facilitate real-time user interactions. In addition, P2P MPVC is an attractive solution to set up ad-hoc MPVC not subject to centralized management and monitoring.
P2P relay design in MPVC is more complicated than in video streaming. In P2P video streaming, a set of peers watching the same video source form a swarm and relay video to each other. Due to the common video interest, video relay between peers are mostly driven by their bandwidth availability. In P2P MPVC, peers have diverse viewing interests. Each peer is a potential video source 1 . A user can dynamically choose her full-quality video source based on her current interest. By default, the system will send full video of the user currently speaking to users not specifying their interests.
watched by other peers, and at the same time is watching another source. The viewing relations between peers are intrinsically entangled. More challengingly, peers' viewing interests are driven by various conference dynamics, such as user voice and gesture activities, appearance of new objects, and topic switching, and so on. Video relays between peers have to be adaptive to the entangled and dynamic viewing relations.
In this paper, we explore the feasibility of P2P one-view MPVC by characterizing its capacity region through analysis and numerical simulations.. We assume that voices and small videos of peers are delivered using some traditional P2P technique and only focus on the P2P delivery of full videos between peers. 2 We further assume that peers in the same conference are cooperative and relay videos for each other. To maintain good delay performance, P2P video relay is limited to two-hops. The contributions of our study is fourfold:
1. We propose a P2P relay framework for one-view MPVC. We characterize the video rate capacity region for homogeneous and heterogeneous oneview MPVC. We study the optimal P2P relay design to maximize the aggregate video quality. We also propose rate allocation schemes to achieve the maxmin fairness between video sources. 2. We establish several universal video rate lower bounds for P2P one-view MPVC that are independent of the viewing relations between peers. For homogeneous one-view MPVC with normalized peer upload bandwidth of 1, we show that each source is guaranteed to achieve the video rate of 5=6, that is also independent of the size of MPVC and the number of sources. 3. For heterogeneous MPVC with the normalized average peer upload bandwidth of 1, we show that the guaranteed video rate for source i with upload bandwidth u i is minðu i ; Þ, where ¼ maxð 2 3 ; jNj jNjþjSj Þ with jNj being the number of peers and jSj being the number of sources. The lower bound can be improved to 3=4 if all sources' upload bandwidth is above the average. We further show that the derived lower bounds are tight for homogeneous and heterogeneous systems. 4. We develop peer bandwidth allocation algorithms that efficiently utilize peers' upload bandwidth to approach the maximal video rate region. Through simulations, we verified that the derived lower bounds are indeed tight bounds, and our bandwidth allocation algorithm can achieve a close-to-optimal peer upload bandwidth utilization. We briefly describe the related work in Section 2. The P2P relay framework for one-view MPVC is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we establish the universal video rate lower bound for homogeneous one-view MPVC. We study the video rate capacity region for heterogeneous MPVC in Section 5. Two optimal P2P MPVC designs are studied to maximize the aggregate video quality and achieve the maxmin fairness, respectively. We also derive the guaranteed maxmin capacity for heterogeneous one-view MPVC. In Section 6, we present a P2P relay bandwidth allocation algorithm to approach the maximal video rate region. In Section 7, we demonstrate the tightness of the derived lower bounds and the efficiency of the proposed bandwidth allocation algorithm through numerical simulations of randomly generated one-view MPVC scenarios. The paper is concluded with future work in Section 8.
RELATED WORK
While P2P has been widely adopted for file sharing [3] , [18] and video streaming [17] , [10] , only very limited efforts have been attempted for P2P MPVC in the research community. Chu et al. [5] proposed an end-systemmulticast architecture to support video conferencing applications, where multicast functionality is pushed to the edge. Lennox and Schulzrinne [12] proposed a fullmesh conferencing protocol without a central point of control. Luo et al. [15] proposed to integrate application layer multicast with native IP multicast in P2P conferencing systems. In [6] , all users watching the same source form a chain and relay video to each other. Akkus et al. [1] extend this idea to relay video encoded in multiple layers. Recently, Chen et al. [4] proposed hybrid solutions to employ helpers to maximize the utility in P2P conferencing swarms, where helpers assist sources in relaying video streams to receivers. Ponec et al. [16] then extended this solution to support multirate conferencing applications with scalable coding techniques. Liang et al. [14] studied optimal bandwidth sharing in multiswarm conferencing systems. Both intraswarm and interswarm peer bandwidth allocation algorithms are proposed to maximize the system-wide utility. None of the previous study investigates the impact of viewing relations on the achievable video capacity region. According to a recent study [9] , a user on average watches one or two videos of other users since it is difficult for a user to simultaneously keep track of three or more video sources. It is often more preferable for a user to watch high quality videos of a couple of users of interests, rather than watch lousy videos of all users. Our work is motivated by the recent trend of one-view MPVC. We establish universal video rate lower bounds and propose P2P relay algorithm to achieve the maximal capacity region. Our study demonstrate that it is promising to develop a pure P2P solution for one-view MPVC.
P2P ONE-VIEW MPVC

One-View MPVC
We consider a one-view multiparty video conference, where, at any given time, each peer only watches one full video generated by another peer. We further assume a peer can switch among videos of other peers, the viewing relations between peers are time-varying. A snapshot of viewing relations among all peers in the conference is defined as a one-view MPVC scenario. As enumerated in Table 1 , the whole set of peers is denoted by N, with n ¼ jNj be the total number of peers. In a specific scenario, peers can be classified into two classes: the video-active peers, denoted by S, which are the peers being watched by some other peers, and the video-idle peers, denoted by I, which are the peers not watched by any other peer. We call each video-active peer s 2 S a video source, and use G s to denote the subset of peers watching the video of s. We say peers in G s participate in a subconference hosted by s. Since each peer watches exactly one video, fG s ; s 2 Sg forms a partition of N, and we have n ¼ P s2S jG s j, where jG s j is the number of peers in subconference s. Since a peer watching s can also host her own subconference, we further partition the viewers of s into two subsets: G Apparently, peer upload bandwidth allocation and peer perceived video quality depend on the viewing relations between peers (see Appendix A, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi. ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TPDS.2013.12). For general one-view MPVC, the first natural question to ask is: Given peer upload bandwidth profile, what are the maximal video source rates that can be supported under a specific viewing scenario? It is expected that different viewing relations between peers will lead to different supportable video source rates. It is also tempting to ask the second question: What are the maximal video source rates that can be supported under all possible viewing scenarios? We will provide answers to these questions using analysis and simulations in the following sections.
P2P Video Relay
In this section, we formally introduce the P2P bandwidth sharing model in one-view MPVC. In P2P overlay networks, where each peer can reach all other peers, it is commonly assumed that peer upload links are the only bandwidth bottleneck [7] , [4] , [11] . In the remainder of the paper, we adopt the assumption that the core network is congestion-free and video rates in MPVC are limited by peer's upload bandwidth.
To maximally utilize peer upload bandwidth, we assume all peers are fully cooperative. A peer not only can relay video that she is watching to other peers in the same subconference, but she can also help peers watching a different source by downloading and relaying video of the source to which she has no interest to watch. Since video conferencing is highly delay-sensitive, to limit the delay incurred by relay, we also limit P2P video relay to two overlay hops, i.e., video can be relayed by at most one intermediate peer from a source to all its receivers. 3 Fig . 1 illustrates the concept of P2P video relay among peers in different subconferences. Let us first focus on a source peer i 2 S. Without loss of generality, peer i is hosting a subconference G i , while watching the video of another source, say peer j. In Fig. 1a , peer i divides its video into multiple substreams, with possibly unequal rates. Then it sends these substreams to peers in its own subconference G i . Each peer is responsible for duplicating and relaying the received substream to all other peers in G i . Peers outside of G i can also help redistribute i's video. We call those peers the helpers of G i . Peer i sends a substream to a helper, who then relays the substream back to peers in G i . In Fig. 1b , other than distributing its own video, peer i, as a viewer in subconference G j , is also responsible for redistributing the video of peer j. Additionally, peer i may also act as a helper to help the subconferences that she is not hosting, nor watching. In Fig. 1c , peer i helps relay the video of peer k even though peer i does not watch video of k. Let us now examine how a source peer i 2 S allocates its upload bandwidth of u i among its three roles in MPVC. 3. It has also be shown that two-hop relay is bandwidth optimal in uplink throttled P2P systems [4] , [11] . amount of bandwidth to the helper pool H. ; i 2 Ng determines the upload bandwidth available for each source to distribute her video to her viewers. In the subconference hosted by source i 2 S, as shown in [13] and [4] , the maximal achievable video rate is
where B
ðW Þ i
is bandwidth contributed by the viewers, and B ðHÞ i is bandwidth borrowed from the helper pool.
CAPACITY OF HOMOGENEOUS MPVC
Equation (1) states that the achievable video rate in each subconference is determined by peer upload bandwidth allocation. In the following two sections, we will study the optimal peer bandwidth allocation to achieve high video rates cross all subconferences. In particular, we establish several nontrivial video rate lower bounds independent of the viewing relations between peers.
In this section, we assume peers are homogeneous and have normalized upload bandwidth of 1. The simplest bandwidth assignment is to assign peer bandwidth to each subconference at the gratuity of 1. This means that a video source will use all its bandwidth to transfer its own video, i.e., u Theorem 1. In homogeneous one-view MPVC with two sources, both sources can achieve the maximum rate of 1.
Proof. See Appendix B, which is available in the online supplemental material, for detailed proof. t u
From the proof of Theorem 1, we know that, to achieve high video rates, it is important to have enough idle peers to upload in each subconference. For general cases with more sources, we have the following result.
Lemma 1. For any one-view MPVC scenario, we have
Proof. See Appendix C, which is available in the online supplemental material, for detailed proof. t u
Based on Lemma 1, we present an idle peer assignment procedure that can guarantee each subconference with G i users can be assigned with jG i j À 1 idle peers in Appendix D, which is available in the online supplemental material.
Theorem 2. If all peers' bandwidth is 1, for any given scenario fG i ; i 2 Sg, the achievable video rate r i for any subconference G i satisfy:
Proof. See Appendix E, which is available in the online supplemental material, for detailed proof. t u Theorem 2 applies to any one-view MPVC. The lower bound of 3=4 is independent of the viewing relations between peers. This nontrivial lower bound has important implications on the practical implementation of MPVC, within which a peer may join or leave a subconference at her will. It is undesirable to change the video rates of subconferences frequently whenever the viewing relations change. Our results suggest that it is possible to find a constant rate for all video sources that is achievable in any possible one-view MPVC scenario, independent of the viewing relations among peers, subconference sizes, and even the total number of peers in the system. We name the maximum value of such a constant source rate as the guaranteed capacity of one-view MPVC and denote this value as C 1 .
Theorem 3. If all peers have homogeneous upload bandwidth of 1, the guaranteed capacity C 1 for any homogeneous one-view MPVC is 5=6.
Proof sketch. In the configuration of Theorem 2, the video source uses up its upload bandwidth to distribute the video stream to other peers in its subconference. Here we will use a slightly different video distribution configuration to achieve a higher bound of the capacity C 1 . In this configuration, all source peer will use rate 5=6 to upload its own video while the remaining upload bandwidth of 1=6 is used to distribute the video it is watching. As detailed in Appendix F, which is available in the online supplemental material, we can prove the achieved rates for all sources are no less than 5=6. t u
Finally, to show that 5=6 is a tight bound of the guaranteed capacity, we only need to come up with a homogeneous MPVC scenario such that the maximal achievable rate on all video sources is only 5=6. Since we will use an optimization formulation for the more general heterogeneous MPVC scenario, we present it as a constructive proof in Appendix G, which is available in the online supplemental material.
CAPACITY OF HETEROGENEOUS MPVC
In the previous section, we assume peer upload bandwidth is homogeneous and only assign idle peers to different subconferences. In practice, peer upload bandwidth is heterogeneous. Peer upload bandwidth should be allocated to subconferences at finer granularity than 1. In this section, we study optimal peer bandwidth allocation schemes to achieve different design objectives in heterogeneous MPVC systems.
Maximizing Aggregate Video Quality
The first design objective is to maximize the total video quality received by all peers. We adopt a PSNR-type of video quality model [4] , which quantifies the quality of a video stream at rate r i as logðr i Þ. The optimal peer bandwidth allocation is to maximize the total video quality of the conference:
OPTI : max
where (5) and (6) are source video rate constraints according to (1); (7) and (8) are upload bandwidth constraints on sources and idle peers, respectively; and (9) enforces the bandwidth supply and demand balance in the common helper pool. The objective function is a concave function of fr i g and the constraints are all linear. It is a convex optimization problem, for which efficient centralized and distributed algorithms can be developed to solve for the optimal video source rates R Ã ¼ fr ; s 2 Sg. Due to the log video utility function, the optimal solution of OPT I achieves the weighted proportional fairness among all video sources, with the weight for a subconference be the number of viewers.
Achieving Max-Min Fairness
Another widely used fairness metric is the max-min fairness. Intuitively, we prefer all sources to achieve the same rate as long as it is allowed by the individual source's upload capacity and the available bandwidth resource in the whole MPVC system. To achieve this, we want to find a video rate such that if a video source i's upload capacity u i is less than , it should be able to stream its video at rate r i ¼ u i , for any other source with u i ! , it should stream its video at the common rate r i ¼ . Under this setting, the capacity of the system is defined as the maximal supportable , which can be solved by the following optimization problem:
OPT II : max
subject to (5), (6), (7), (8), (9) and a new set of constraints
OPT II is no longer a simple convex programming problem due to the nonlinear constraints in (11) . We developed an algorithm in Appendix H, which is available in the online supplemental material, to obtain the solution of OPT II.
Theorem 4. The optimal source rates obtained in solving OPT II is max-min fair.
Proof. See Appendix I, which is available in the online supplemental material, for detailed proof. t u
Definition. Max-min Capacity: we define the optimal solution Ã of OPT II as the max-min capacity of a heterogeneous oneview MPVC scenario.
Lower Bound of Max-Min Capacity
While the max-min capacity Ã for each one-view MPVC scenario can be iteratively solved for the corresponding optimization problem OPT II, similar to the homogeneous case, it is important to obtain lower bounds of Ã for heterogeneous systems that is independent of specific watching relations, and even better, independent of conference sizes.
We normalize peers' upload bandwidth such that the average peer bandwidth is unit 1. Then we have P i2N u i ¼ jNj. We first establish a lower bound for Ã as a function of the number of sources and the number of peers in MPVC, but independent of the viewing relations among peers. 
:
When proving Theorem 6, we noticed that for a source with bandwidth greater than 1, its video rate can be larger than 3=4. This suggests that if all sources have upload bandwidth above the average upload bandwidth, the maxmin capacity can be made large.
Corollary 2.
If the bandwidth of all video sources is larger than 1, we have Ã ! 3=4.
Proof. See Appendix L, which is available in the online supplemental material, for detailed proof. t u
P2P MPVC RELAY DESIGN
In the previous two sections, we characterized the video rate capacity region for one-view MPVC. Now, we propose peer bandwidth allocation algorithms to achieve a feasible video source rate vector within the capacity region. Instead of squeezing all peers' upload bandwidth to achieve the maximal video rates, we focus on supporting a given video rate vector with the minimum peer upload bandwidth through efficient bandwidth allocation. The saved peer bandwidth provides a cushion to absorb the impacts of peer churn and network bandwidth variations incurred in practical MPVC systems.
Design Guidelines
As discussed in Section 3.2, a peer allocates its upload bandwidth among its three different roles in a subconference: source, viewer, and helper. To develop efficient bandwidth allocation algorithm, let us first examine how different roles contribute to the achieved video rate. From (1), if source i is not constrained by its own upload capacity, the achieved video rate can be rewritten as
where a unit bandwidth from either the source or a viewer increases the video rate by 1=jG i j, but the contribution of a unit helper bandwidth is discounted by a factor of ð1 À 1=jG i jÞ. The discount reflects the overhead of employing a helper. Specifically, whenever swarm i employs a helper, source i has to first stream some video to the helper so that it can relay video back to the viewers of swarm i.
Since the helper itself is not a viewer in swarm i, the bandwidth used to stream video to it does not directly contribute to the achieved video rate in swarm i. The overhead is inversely proportional to jG i j and decreases with the size of the subconference being helped. An efficient bandwidth allocation should maximally avoid helper bandwidth overhead. This leads to the first guideline: G1: A subconference should maximally utilize bandwidth available on its source and viewers before using helpers. A peer should always allocate its bandwidth to the subconference she is hosting or viewing before contributing bandwidth to the helper pool.
To avoid helper bandwidth overhead, an idle viewer's bandwidth can only be used by the subconference she is viewing, but the bandwidth of a video source can be utilized by two subconferences: the subconference that she is hosting and the subconference that she is viewing. To preserve bandwidth allocation flexibility, we propose the second guideline:
G2: A subconference i with target video rate r i first draws bandwidth r i from its source, then it should maximally utilize bandwidth available on its idle viewers before drawing additional bandwidth from its source and busy viewers.
From (12), the helper bandwidth overhead is a decreasing function of the subconference size. Between the two subconferences that a video source can upload to without overhead, the one with the smaller number of viewers would incur higher helper bandwidth overhead if it uses bandwidth from the helper pool. To reduce the system-wide helper bandwidth overhead, we have the third guideline:
G3: If a source has surplus bandwidth over its target video rate, between the two subconferences that she is hosting and viewing, she should allocate the surplus bandwidth first to the subconference with the smaller number of viewers.
Bandwidth Allocation Algorithm
Now, we present our bandwidth allocation algorithm based on the three guidelines. We adopt two-level hierarchy for bandwidth management. At the top level, a centralized tracker manages the helper pool shared by all subconferences. It keeps track of the bandwidth contributed by peers in subconferences with surplus bandwidth, and allocates helper bandwidth to subconferences with bandwidth deficit. At the bottom level, the bandwidth allocation among peers in each subconference is coordinated by the video source. Source of subconference i maintains the following states:
1. r i : the target video rate for subconference i. 1: for each idle peer p 2 G ðIÞ i do 2:
if A i ! r i then 6: break 7:
end if Stage 3: In this stage, we allocate the bandwidth on busy peers to subconferences in which the target video rate has not been achieved. According to guideline G3, a busy peer should first upload to the smaller subconference between the one she is viewing and the one she is hosting. To achieve this, we conduct bandwidth allocation for subconferences in the nondecreasing order of their sizes. The bandwidth allocation within each subconference follows Algorithm 2. This process allocates bandwidth on the video source of subconference i and all other viewers who act as video source for other subconferences. The allocation is similar to Algorithm 1 and is self-explanatory. Algorithm 2. Busy Viewer Bandwidth Allocation.
1: for each peer p 2 G
end if 8: end for 9:
Stage 4: In this stage, a subconference that has not achieved its target rate using bandwidth on its source and viewers borrows bandwidth from the helper pool. According to (12) , to improve video rate of G i from A i to r i taking into account the helper bandwidth overhead, the needed helper bandwidth is
Each subconference with bandwidth deficit will request bandwidth B ðHÞ i from the common helper pool. In the helper pool, if sum of the requested helper bandwidth is not bigger than the aggregate helper bandwidth B ðHÞ contributed by bandwidth surplus subconferences, the centralized tracker will allocate to each subconference the requested helper bandwidth. Otherwise, the targeted video rate vector is not supportable, and the tracker can proportionally reduce the helper bandwidth allocation to subconferences.
Through iterative binary search, the bandwidth allocation algorithm can also be used to dynamically approach the max-min capacity Ã defined in OPT II. See the Appendix M, which is available in the online supplemental material, for details of the algorithm.
NUMERICAL EVALUATION
In this section, we present numerical results to demonstrate the tightness of the derived lower bounds and the efficiency of the proposed bandwidth allocation algorithm. We adopt three types of performance measures. The first one is the difference between the achieved video rates and the optimal video rates. The second one is the average video quality perceived by all users. Using PSNR video quality model, the average video quality is
where w i is the video rate received by viewer i, r s is the video rate of source s, and w i ¼ r s , 8i 2 G s . The third measure is the bandwidth utilization in the conference. First of all, the aggregate received video rate cross all subconferences should be less than the sum of upload bandwidth on all peers. Second, the video rate of a subconference is limited by the bandwidth of its video source. Even if there is abundant bandwidth available, the aggregate received video rate in a subconference hosted by s is limited by jG s ju s . We define the upload bandwidth utilization as
Homogeneous One-View MPVC
We first study the tightness of the derived universal lower bounds at different system sizes by varying jNj from 6 to 14 with step-size 4. For each jNj, we generate 1,000 random viewing scenarios: we first select a random number of peers as video sources, then each peer randomly selects a source to watch. For each scenario, we first calculate its max-min capacity Ã using the optimal algorithm OPT II. The CDF distribution of Ã is plotted in Fig. 2a . The minimum of Ã is 0:8333 % 5=6. At all system sizes, more than 90 percent scenarios have max-min capacity greater than 0.9. Note that the maximum achievable video rate is at most 1. This indicates that while 5=6 is a universal lower bound independent of viewing relations between peers, for most viewing scenarios, the achievable video rate is pretty close to the upper bound of 1. As the systems size grows, less scenarios can achieve the maximum rate of 1. For each scenario, we also use the binary search algorithm presented Appendix M, which is available in the online supplemental material, denoted as the BA algorithm, to iteratively approach the capacity. We also calculate the difference between the achieved rate by the BA algorithm with the optimal value Ã and find the maximum error is smaller than 10 À3 . To investigate the impact of the number of sources, we fix jNj at 10 and vary the number of video sources jSj from 2 to 10. For each jSj, we generate 1,000 random viewing scenarios and calculate the max-min capacity for each scenario. The results are presented as boxplot in Fig. 2b . For each jSj, the central mark in the box is the median, the edges of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles, the whiskers extend to the most extreme data points not considered outliers, and outliers are plotted individually. When jSj ¼ 2, as proved in Theorem 1, the maximal rate of 1 is achieved. As jSj increases, the median value decreases and the variance increases. The lowest median value and the highest variance appear at jSj ¼ 6, where the number of possible viewing scenarios is the largest. As jSj increases further, the median increases and the variance decreases. When jSj ¼ 10, each peer is a source and only has one viewer. Each source sends video directly to her viewer to achieve the maximum rate of 1.
Heterogeneous One-View MPVC
To simulate heterogeneous system, we randomly set peer upload capacity according to the distribution listed in the Table 2 , which is obtained from a measurement study in [2] . The average peer upload bandwidth is 1:029 Mbps. We vary the number of peers jNj from 6 to 12 with step-size of 2. For each jNj, we randomly generate 4,000 viewing scenarios by letting each peer randomly choose another peer to watch. Totally 16,000 random viewing scenarios are generated. Fig. 3a plots the CDF distribution of maxmin capacity obtained by OPT II and our bandwidth allocation algorithm (labeled with BA). We also plot the lower bound of maxð 2 3 ; jNj jNjþjSj Þ u i for each scenario. We can see that the BA curve is very close to the OPT II curve. This suggests that the BA algorithm is very efficient in approaching the max-min capacity bound in heterogeneous systems. In the figure, there is a large gap between the maxmin capacity and lower bound. This is because the lower bound is independent of viewing scenarios and is always below peer's average upload bandwidth. But OPT II and BA algorithms work on specific viewing scenario, and the obtained reflects the obtained maximal video source rate, which can go well beyond the average upload rate if a video source with high upload bandwidth has just one or few viewers. In Fig. 3a , we also plot the average viewing rate among all peers. In addition to OPT II, BA and the lower bound, we also consider OPT I defined in (4), the bandwidth allocation optimized directly for video quality. The average curves of OPT I, OPT II, and BA algorithm are clustered together, and the gap between them and the average rate curve of the lower bound is smaller than the max-min capacity gap. Fig. 3b shows the relative performance difference of OPT I, BA algorithm, and lower bound compared with OPT II (the relative difference between x and y is define as xÀy y ). We first consider the max-min capacity obtained by BA. By the curve labeled as " Ã of BA," the BA algorithm can achieve 93 percent of optimal max-min capacity with 90 percent probability. For the average viewing rate, the difference between the BA algorithm and OPT II is fairly small. Since OPT I is optimized for the video quality, the average rate obtained by OPT I can be higher than OPT II. The relative performance of the lower bound is the worst. The average rate of the lower bound is within 75 percent of OPT II with 80 percent probability. Fig. 3c plots the average video quality V obtained by different algorithms. The curve of OPT I, OPT II, and BA algorithms are almost identical. The performance of the lower bound is worse than the other three algorithms, with the relative difference less than 8 percent. Finally, Fig. 3d compares the peer bandwidth utilization B as defined in (14) . The utilization of OPT I, OPT II, and BA algorithm are all very close to 1. This suggests that those algorithms have efficiently utilized upload bandwidth available on sources and viewers to achieve high video rates, and there is not much space for further quality improvement. But for the lower bound curve, since it is not optimized for specific viewing scenario, the bandwidth utilization is still far from the perfect case. This suggests that the space for bandwidth allocation optimization for individual viewing scenarios is often necessary and rewarding.
To investigate the impact of jNj and jSj, we cluster 16,000 random viewing scenarios based on the hjNj; jSji tuple. For each scenario, we normalize the average video viewing rate with the average upload bandwidth. For each hjNj; jSji cluster, we calculate the mean of the normalized average viewing rate for all scenarios in that cluster. Table 3 presents results for hjNj; jSji clusters with at least 20 random scenarios. For each item of the table, left number represents the mean of the normalized average viewing rate and right number represents the number of samples. Each column corresponds to one system size. Different from the homogeneous case, at all simulated system sizes, the average video rate increases as the number of sources increases. This is because the achieved video rate in each subconference is limited by both the source upload bandwidth and the bandwidth available to this subconference. When the number of sources is smaller, each source will have more viewers. If a weak peer is chosen as a source, it will degrade the video quality on more peers. Consequently, the achieved average video rate will be lower.
To eliminate the impact of weak sources, we repeat the previous experiments with an additional requirement that each source must have upload bandwidth larger than the average bandwidth. Specifically, we first generate the peer bandwidth according to Table 2 , choose only peers with bandwidth larger than the average bandwidth as sources, then let each peer randomly choose a source to watch. According to Corollary 2, we now use maxð Fig. 4 . When we require all sources have capacity higher than the average upload bandwidth, the source uplink will no longer be the bottleneck. To achieve the max-min fairness, all subconferences will achieve the same rate. So the maxmin capacity achieved by OPT II is exactly the same as the average viewing rate of all peers. In Fig. 4a , we only plot the average rates achieved by different algorithms. If we compare Figs. 3a and 4a, we do achieve higher average viewing rates when all sources are bandwidth-rich. But the corresponding max-min capacity Ã is lower than those achieved in Fig. 3a . This is because when there is no requirement on source bandwidth, subconferences hosted by weak sources are limited by source upload bandwidth, strong sources can potentially achieve higher rates and push up the max-min capacity Ã . Fig. 4b plots the relative performance on the average rate of BA, OPT I, and lower bound compared with OPT II. Fig. 4c compares the average video quality achieved by different algorithms. In Figs. 4a, 4b, and 4c, the new lower bound curves are closer to OPT and BA curves than in Figs. 3a, 3b, and 4c. Comparing  Figs. 3d and 4d , bandwidth utilization improves when sources are no longer bottleneck. The lower bound curve in Fig. 4d is piece-wise constant. This is because the bandwidth utilization defined in (14) is now exactly maxð
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we explore the design space of pure peer-topeer one-view Multiparty video conferencing. We proposed a P2P relay framework for one-view MPVC. Through analysis, we characterized the video rate capacity region of P2P one-view MPVC. We showed capacity of MPVC for both homogeneous system and heterogeneous system. We further showed that all the derived lower bounds are tight. We developed peer bandwidth allocation algorithms that efficiently utilize peers' upload bandwidth to approach the maximal video rate region. Almost all proofs in this paper are constructive and can be applied into real implementation directly with few modifications.
The capacity study here can be generalized to study kview MPVC where each user watches full videos of k, 1 k jNj, users. One straightforward way is to decompose a k-view MPVC into k parallel one-view MPVCs, and on each peer, equally partition its upload bandwidth into k shares, one for each one-view MPVC. Then immediately the lower bounds obtained in this paper can be applied to each one-view MPVC after being scaled down by a factor of k. It will be interesting to investigate how much gain one can obtain by considering k-views jointly. Another immediate extension is to study the capacity of server-assisted P2P MPVC, where a server can provide additional bandwidth to disseminate users' videos. To analyze its capacity, we can treat the server as a super peer with abundant bandwidth and randomly assign a source for it to view, then the derived lower bounds automatically apply. Since our derived lower bounds are normalized with the average peer upload bandwidth, the impact of the server assistance is quantified as the increase in the average peerþserver upload bandwidth. The lower bounds demonstrate that it is possible to maintain stable video quality on all sources in face of dynamic peer churn and viewing relation changes. We will refine our algorithms to minimize the disruptions to P2P video relays upon peer churn and viewing relation changes. . For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
